
not have success as long as you have* side oy side with, 

tiie man who really has a love of the soil and is caring for 

his land, similar allotments of this communal land being held 

by people who are really not farmers, but are in the first 

place industrial workers. That was the main thing he pointed 

out. I do not think he went so far as to indicate what 

remedy should be applied, and he certainly was not suggesting 

anything artificial or anything forcible. But we have to think 

about this problem and if you can help us about the remedy we 

shall be pleased. Cne thing that has been suggested is that 

if a man neglects his agricultural holding owing to the fact 

that he is now a town worker in the first place, and he really 

only comes home on holidays, then at the next allotment he 

should not be allotted an agricultural holding, because the 

holdings are too limited. They must be worked well. But there 

should be some provision to see that his family can live at 

any rate as the family of a town worker. In other words, 

either there should be facilities for him to take his family 

to town if he wants to, or, if he does not like that, there 

should be what I may call rural villages - villages in the 

reserves - where such families have a small plot of land - a 

residential plot where they will have a garden - but where 

they will really be dependent on this man's wages. If land 

had been unlimited as in the old days that problem would not
i

have arisen at all. It is owing to the absolute necessity 

to-day to conserve every inch of land that we can and to work 

it as fully as we can and at the same time to make the best 

use of labour, that this was suggested. I do not know if you 

can tfrink of anything better, but do not run away with the ides 

that what is proposed is an artificial or forcible division.
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That may or may not be part of some proposals. But the 

idea is whether it would not be a good thing, if it could be 

brought about in sfcme way. How it ought to be brought about 

is a matter for discussion? —  I had no intention of giving 

the impression that I was actually discrediting Mr, Horton 

for haying said that it should be artificial. What I was 

suggesting was that it cannot be done by legislation. The 

suggestion that is given of getting this man and finding out 

what his production on the propertj'- should be - the first 

question will be, what will be your standard, and, secondly, 

are these plots worked at their best, sufficient in their 

size to provide the needs of most of the Africans, which have 

grown beyond what most people imagine to be the requirements 

of a native family; the feeding of the family, the clothing 

of the family, the education of the children and many other 

requirements; are these plots, especially, as is the case in 

Sotith Africa, with repeated droughts over which nobody has 

control so that in many areas there are crop failures - are 

those plots sufficient to provide the needs of the family.

That policy would again be of practical value if the plots 

were increased to such an extent that, at least, instead of 

the two and a half morgen to four morgen - if these plots were 

increased so that actually the people will not just have 

sufficient to feed themselves but will be able as a result of 

working these plots to provide all their requirements. 

Considering the big farms that are failing in South Africa, 

that are owned by whites - when there is a drought and they 

cannot produce they have to be subsidised and they have 

opportunities for borrowing from the Land Bank and also for 

assistance when there is a breakdown - these people should
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also be given an opportunity from the word go, in order that 

they will have a chance to make the plots in the reserves 

not reservoirs of labour but homes of the people.

THE CHAHMAH : Do you realise that this is a proposal 

in that direction? Leave out of account for the moment the 

question whether further land can still be bought or not. We 

have to take circumstances as they are. Take it , for the 

sake of the present argument, that there is not enough land 

to go round, and that therefore a division must be made in the 

way that will give the best results, and this is one of the 

proposals for trying to ensure that the man who is an agricul

turalist does get a sufficiently large share of the land -da ich 

is given out on a communal ba,sis that he can exist properly on 

it . From what Mr. Norton said, there is not enough land to 

give each man what he should have under present conditions, 

and that is one way to doit. In other words, take it for 

granted there is not enough land. The man who works in the 

town is an industrialist and his work is such that he cannot 

carry on farming properly; the suggestion is that conditions 

should be created so that his family can live as the family 

of an industrial worker, even if he does not want to take 

them with him; and that the man who is an agriculturalist gets 

sufficient land that he can devote himself to agriculture and 

can live on it. That is the intention. How to bring it about 

is a matter on which we would like your assistance. Do not 

worry ao much about the details; you can help us on the details 

But first of all, can you give us something about the principle

? -- The principle is reasonable if there will be adequate

land; and a,lso one of the problems in na/tive areas is that ik 

there has been an artifical apportionment of land on a racial
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"basis, so that the native areas are limited to a certain 

area in extent. In that area as it at present exists that 

policy will fa il , because there will not be sufficient land 

within that area. In other words, that is why we asked 

Yesterday for the removal of the restrictions on land avail

able; because the proportion of land that is available to 

Europeans now creates a scarcity of land that is available 

to Africans. I made the statement yesterday, Sir , that we 

cannot and should not stop the migration, and I made that 

statement before the Native Commission in 1932. I was of the 

same opinion as I am now, and I felt and I still do feel that, 

although agreeing with you in principle, we must not try to 

restrict the people if they want to come into town. I am in 

agreement with the principle provided those who like to remain

in the rural areas have sufficient land to provide all their 

needs.

THE CHAIRMAN : You said just now that the Native 

Affairs was trying to ste cushion the harshness of the laws.

I am not at the present stage expressing arjy opinion on the 

laws; that is a matter the Commission will have to go into and 

I cannot naturally prejudge the issue, which we shall have to 

deal with as a Commissi on later on. But I am'glad about what 

you said about the sympathetic attitude of the Department of 

Native Affairs. You have put your case very strongly and very 

logically to us. You have mentioned Booker Washington, and 

what I have admired about Booker Washington, from what I have 

read about him,- is that he did two things. He not only put the 

case of the American negro to the white people, but he tried, 

when he was speaking to his own people, to put the difficulties 

in the way of the white people also. I am sure your people 

look up to you and listen to you in the same way as we have 

been listening to you. And I take it from the study you have
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me.de of affairs and the thought you have given to us, you 

realise one thing - that laws are always out of date; they 

always lag behind. Unfortunately, legislation is a very slow 

ousiness, but with the intracaciesof human affairs we cannot 

get a better one. The only machine which is supposed to be 

a quick one is the machine of a dictatorship and that has many 

other drawbacks 'which are much worse. But the democratic 

legislative machine operates very very slowly; consequently 

laws are always greatly in arrear. Many of these laws, as 

you know yourself, were framed at a time when natives s,nd 

Europeans first of all came into contact with each other. We 

were not living in the same territory; the Europeans I think 

were in South Affica for over a hundred years before they came 

into contact with the Bantu at all, and people had the idea 

still that they were people from two territories coming into 

conua£t with each other. They were also based on the mental

ity 01 a time when practically the only native one had to deal 

with was what to-day we would call the kraal native. So 

there are a lot of things in the mentality on both sides that 

will have to be changed. Circumstances have altered. So will 

you just bear that in mind when you speak to your people. Say 

they must have patience; laws can never quite keep pa,ce with 

conditions. The mentality has to change first of all. People 

have to realise that conditions have chs,nged, which is a slow 

machine when a whole nation has to rea,lise it ; and then when 

they have realised it , it still takes time to get the results 

of that legislation on to the statute book. So I take it wh&n 

you speak to your people you will tell them that these are 

also difficulties on our side to contend with - difficulties 

which as I say could only be overcome by a dictator who could 

&.ct on the spot, and even he would have to take account of
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popular sentiment? —  That is what we feel, that the present 

legislation makes native affairs a dictatorial action, in that 

natives hare no part In it , and they have to obey laws' although 

they do not participate In the polloy making. We realise those 

points, Sir , but we do feel that if we get our minds above 

those difficulties and strike out we shall find that some of 

the fears we have about even the prejudices of South Africa - 

that they are held by the dead hand of the past - are not as 

great. There are many people who are fine people among all the 

wmte races I am in touch with, and 1  do feel that if  courage 

were taken in the right direction we would not have to wait too 

long, but I do feel that if we impress in our minds the idea 

that we have to wait for seething to happen some day in the 

future, and do not start now, it will alHays be the saffle ^  

all generations and nothing will be done.

I did not me* that ycu should not be active on your

side and put your case, but that you should realise that laws 

always lag a iong way beM ni pubUc opinlon_ ^

opinion always lags considerably behind actual changes of

Should Ilt still , or anything that; that is a matter for

you to consider. I »«  not +
" 6 tnat art/rone who thinks there 

ougnt to bp a change shouls rinf- ,

, 40 Hhat Ile can *0 bring about
till6 • X am only sSLvvi tier +>»■?**,

.has: do oot th .nk lf these

t-Jcrigs aic nov*-.-changed im ,Viatel-  ,

«. * ls because people do not

w ^ t e  “  « .  up against a *
p«xtlCui«- section of the pop „iation. *

and - H0Vtae —  is popular opinion „ t & "
Sw in g  effect to *h*+ • ■ he one haad.

V - t h  of them h a v t : v T ” 10” ^  leSlSlati° n "  ^

^  —  generally goes C°nSlderable ^  ‘  ‘  «m e

«  lnt° " any J'ears? . . .  i thini South
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